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On continuous process by the changes of material states of the Earth, it's summarized up as
follows. 
1) Against present water-planet Earth by mutual state-changes of global atmosphere, seawater, rock
solids zones, human society cannot stop or change largely and suddenly Earth's activities. 
2) This is mainly because extraterrestrial bodies collisions (particularly ocean collision),
earthquake and volcano which are activity sources of the strong shock waves in and out of the Earth
cannot change these events against any situation of our Earth.  
3) Therefore, the thought that the humankind changes water Earth does not flow too much for the
present life society and the question for our life future, so that the Earth's activity sources do
not change during their successive activity. Humanity society will change not Earth's process, but
the local and global effects in limited life circulatory system. 
On sustained strategy of the Earth's humankind, it's summarized as follows. 
1) The life of humankind with gas, fluid and bone solid , called as the mini-Earth system has been
changed actively and mutually. However, the living mini-Earth changes of human life show local and
global extinction mainly for each life group, because water Earth keep global activity
continuously. How to change is dependent on our environments largely. 
2) Even if huge disasters are faced to the human society caused by terrestrial and extraterrestrial
origins, the water-planet Earth changes only the outer layer. Therefore, the human society changes
by destruction and extinction, might be remained globally within wide planet Earth, because human
life is copied mini-Earth group. 
3) Therefore, the human is not only each personal front-strategy that only lives long against
active Earth, but also the global resolution for humankind under active mini-Earth activity to be
continued now and in future. It is expected for human society mainly for less damages for Earth
activity of the earthquake and volcano within the water-planet Earth. However, collision caused by
the extraterrestrial bodies is only the phenomenon that the human ability will control directly by
expected method in future. Ocean impact on water-planet followed earthquake and volcano
geologically, which can be controlled by humankind ability, is major global Earth activity
(followed the above natural hazards) related deeply in our human-life future. 
In summary, the sustained Earth can be known as long-remained water planet globally only to change
of local surface against any shocked events. In order to develop successive strategy, human society
should make strongly suitable plan for material reuse process and the control of extraterrestrial
bodied to be collided to the planet as one of main target in future.
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